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Abstract
This paper presents a method for the performance evaluation of multimedia stream-
ing applications on IP network interfaces with differentiated scheduling. Streaming
applications are characterized by the emission of data packets at constant intervals,
changing during the connection lifetime, hence a single source can be effectively
modeled by an MMDP.
We propose an MMDP/D/1/K model to represent the aggregate arrival process
and the network interface, assuming that multimedia packet dimensions are approx-
imately constant. A method for solving the above queuing system providing upper
and lower bounds to the packet loss rate is presented and results for realistic VoIP
applications are discussed and validated against accurate event-driven simulations
showing the efficiency and accuracy of the method.
1 Introduction
Multimedia and Quality of Service (QoS) are probably the most repeated words in net-
working research during the past fifteen years or so. Spawned by research on ATM (Asyn-
chronous Transfer Mode) in the late ’80s and early ’90s, topics related to offering the
appropriate QoS in integrated packet networks received even more attention when the
application context moved to IP-based networking.
One of the key aspects of heterogeneous service provisioning is the guarantee of the QoS
the service will receive during its lifetime. Enforcing QoS encompasses a number of

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different aspects, ranging from service architecture, to network dimensioning, to protocol
design and many others. All the design aspects pivot around the performance evaluation
of the provisioned service: without a means to evaluate the performance, it is not possible
to select an appropriate Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the network and the
user.
In this paper we explore an analytical approach based on the solution of DTMCs (Dis-
crete Time Markov Chains) embedded in a more general CTC (Continuous Time Chain)
to evaluate the performance of several classes of multimedia services, namely those, as
voice and video, that are characterized by intermittent or variable bit rate, and piecewise
constant inter-packet emission times. After describing the general framework, we fo-
cus our attention on voice services comparing the analytical solution with simulations.
We consider IP Telephony, or VoIP for short, which is by far the most diffused (and
widespreading), multimedia application on IP networks.
The main contribution of this work is providing a simple and efficient analytical frame-
work to predict the performance of multimedia services in several possible scenarios, like
for instance an access link to the Internet or DiffServ [1] interfaces with Expedited For-
warding Per Hop Behavior [2]. Though the mathematical modeling is not entirely novel
(as discussed in Sect. 2), since similar problems were tackled studying ATM networks
(see [3, 4] and the references therein, or [5] for a review), the solution technique we pro-
pose yields the derivation of exact solutions for upper and lower bounds on the packet
loss performance, which enables service planning and SLA definition. The bounds are
shown to be tight. We generalize the solution technique to the case of  -state sources,
transmitting at different rates in each of the  states, while known solutions only address
On-Off sources.
To conclude with, we note that the approximations we introduce for analytical tractabil-
ity are equivalent, in many aspects, to fluid flow approximations, but they ensure exact
bounding of the solution (instead of a generic approximation), and do not suffer from
numerical instabilities in the solution.
2 Problem Formulation
Multimedia services are related to audio and video, i.e., to connection oriented, stream-
ing applications, whose emission characteristics are studied fairly well. Indeed, although
voice and video can potentially generate packets at variable intervals, all existing appli-
cations encode blocks of information at fixed lengths intervals. Moreover, the packet size
is often fixed, either by the encoder, the protocol or the application program. In other
words, multimedia streaming or conversational applications can be efficiently modeled as
sources with a piecewise constant emission rate of fixed size packets.
In queuing theory notation, these are Modulated Deterministic Processes (MDP). If the
time between state transitions is exponentially distributed and the source can transmit
with  different speeds, then the source is an  -state Markov Modulated Deterministic
Process (MMDP), whose states  are characterized by the emission of packets with rate
Figure 1: Arrival process: superposition of three-state sources
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A superposition of MMDP is not an MMDP, unless the sources are appropriately syn-
chronized. Source synchronization is not an unrealistic scenario (VoIP calls generated
by the same media conversion gateway are either synchronized or can be synchronized
easily). Approximating the superposition of MMDPs with a single MMDP is equivalent
to neglect short term congestion, due to the arrival process higher variability. The impact
of this approximation is discussed in Sect. 5, where event driven simulations are used to
validate both the modeling assumptions and the bounding approximations.
We consider a single network interface (can be at the access or in any section of the
network) assuming it is the only point of potential congestion, and model the system as
an MMDP/D/1/K queuing system. Fig. 1 shows an example of the system with four three-
state sources. The states of each source are labeled as 0,1,2, with transmission rates

	
,

 ,

 , not necessarily equal one another.
The number of states  of the arrival modulating process is, in the most general case,
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 , where  is the number of considered sources and   is the number of
possible transmission rates of source ﬀ . No constraints are posed on
ﬁ

, but all packets are
of the same length for deterministic service times.
This same modeling approach was taken in [3] limiting the analysis to homogeneous On-
Off sources. When possible we use the same notation used in that work, to help readers
familiar with it.
For homogeneous sources, the arrival modulating process is an ﬂﬃ! " -dimensional quasi-
birth-death CTMC. Fig. 2 shows the modulating CTMC for 

$#
, where the the first
index ﬀ is the number of sources in state 1 (say high transmission rate), the second index
%
is the number of sources in state 2 (say low transmission rate) and  &ﬀ'
%
sources
are in state 0 (for example silent). Evolution along rows and columns follows a simple
birth-and-death process; evolution along diagonals means that a source can switch from
high to low and vice versa.
Although the arrival process is modulated by a CTMC, the overall queuing system is not
Markovian, since phase transitions (i.e., transitions of the above CTMC) can occur at any
time between arrivals (deterministic) and departures (again deterministic), which do not
Figure 2: Markov chain describing the evolution of the MMDP deriving from the super-
position of  sources with three different emission rates
enjoy memoryless properties.
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Example 2: homogeneous multirate sources. We have  sources that can transmit
 different rates
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and ‘diagonal’ transitions (as shown in Fig. 1) are admitted, thus we have three possible
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Let w be the service rate in packets per second and xyﬂﬃ,-"
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MMDP/D/1/K queue we consider.
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is non-Markovian, since sampling  can happen during a packet
service and between packet arrivals which are not exponentially distributed. To the best
of our knowledge, an exact analysis is impossible, but neglecting either the residual or
elapsed service and interarrival time we obtain four different approximated DTMCs. For-
mally this is equivalent to make a service and arrival renewal assumptions.
Service renewal assumption. The elapsed service time 
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after the  -th transition is equal
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Arrival renewal assumption. The elapsed inter-arrival time 
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transition, no matter what) overestimates the system load.
Under these assumptions we can get four cases:
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The interesting cases are LL and UU, that yield a lower and upper bound to the system
load and hence on the loss probability, while the UL and LU cases are approximations, but
it is not easy to tell whether they are upper or lower bounds. It must be noted at this point
that the authors in [3], besides considering only homogeneous On-Off sources ( D
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The renewal assumptions introduced refer only the buffer evolution (the xK component of
the ﬂ
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.Bxﬁ" process). They approximate the real evolution of the buffer with incremental
geometric random variables. In formulas:
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The renewal assumptions defined in Sect. 3 affects only the
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U Ë distribution, while the
structure, and the solution of the chain are unaffected. The computation of this distribution
is straightforward, though it can be a bit cumbersome. Appendix A reports the detailed
computation for the UU and LL assumptions we use in this paper. The resulting DTMC
is finite and ergodic by construction.
Q is highly structured and can be recursively partitioned into blocks changing one of the
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The main performance index we’re interested in is the packet loss probability
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. Given
the system structure, losses can occur only in states
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holding for the UU approximation and not for the LL one. Since services and arrivals are
deterministic within a single phase of the arrival process,
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3.1.1 Solution method: Ad-Hoc Block Reduction
The numerical solution of the system may pose problems as the dimension of the matrix
Q increases. Recall that Q has dimension
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? , so that as soon as
the number of sources and the buffer dimension increase above a few tens the dimension
of Q grows to thousands.
If we restrict the analysis to homogeneous sources or to a limited number of source classes
(which is the problem we’re interested in), Q has a banded structure, so that efficient
Block Reduction techniques [6] can be used to solve the linear system. Unfortunately the
block and band structure depends on the transition structure of arrival modulating process,
so that a general description is cumbersome, and a case-by-case analysis is required to
obtain the best solution. Appendix B reports the structure for 3-state sources, while in the
following we concentrate on 2-state sources for VoIP applications.
3.2 Application to packetized voice
Packetized voice applications are characterized by the presence of VAD (Voice Activity
Detector) devices, that suppress the voice encoding when the speaker is silent and trans-
mit silence descriptors for comfort noise instead of voice, at a much lower transmission
rate. Voice packets have a constant dimension that depends on the encoder and silence
descriptors have a constant dimension that in the general case can be different from the
one of voice packets. Our model however dictates constant service times regardless of the
source state, so we assume that voice and silence packets are equal in size.
A voice source can be described as a two-state source that in the On state (voice encoding)
generates packets equally spaced at fixed rate

 ; when the source is Off, it generates
silence description packets equally spaced at fixed rate
	
. On and Off holding times are
 \ﬁõ and  \6ö respectively. Given  of these sources we obtain an (M+1)-state MMDP
modulating the arrivals. The state
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When the number of active voice sources is ﬀ , we have an aggregate arrival rate
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The probability transition matrix Q has the following banded structure,
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The main diagonal is zero because sources can only move between the On and Off states.
In this particular case the Block Reduction algorithm used is the following:
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The complexity is ¥yﬂ~ﬂô{
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" and we solved the system with the Open Source appli-
cation Octave [7] on standard PC hardware for any value of  and { of practical interest.
4 System simulation
As a numerical example we consider IP Telephony. We consider standard applications
like NetMeeting [8], Open H323 [9], or any other application using either H.323 [10] or
Figure 3: Comparison between actual synchronized and random arrivals
SIP [11] standards for signaling. All applications use RTP [12, 13] upon UDP/IP as trans-
port protocol.
We implemented an ad-hoc simulator [15] because the system is simple enough to dis-
courage the use of a general purpose network simulator as ns-2 [16], and, most of all,
because we want to control all details of the implementation and its efficiency, so as to be
able to estimate accurately loss probabilities as low as  

Ù

.
Among the different encoders we consider G.729 [14] encoder with VAD1. Voice packets
contain 40 bytes of data, that, with RTP/UDP/IP headers make 80 bytes packets. In case
of header compression, the total packet dimension becomes 44 bytes. We assume that
also silence packets contain 40 bytes of data to preserve deterministic service.
Sources are homogeneous corresponding to the case of Sect. 3.2;
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two different situations: intra-word silence detection, with 
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Voice is a delay (and delay jitter) sensitive application: a single interface must not in-
troduce excessive delay, thus limiting the buffer requirements. We consider two cases of
maximum allowed delay: ¯


	 ms and ¯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ms. This last constraint defines the
dimension of the buffer dedicated to VoIP applications: 
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is the
packet size in bits. For instance, dedicating 1 Mbit/s to VoIP services with ¯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yields a 15 packets buffer.
Fig. 3 shows the two possibilities we’re faced with, when multiplexing sources with de-
terministic arrivals. The lower part of the figure refer to the case when sources can be
synchronized, as, for instance, when all sources belong to a same packetizing gateway.
This case maps exactly to the MMDP/D/1/K queuing system. The upper part refers to
a case where sources cannot be synchronized and within a single phase packets are not
equally spaced and can overlap, leading to short term congestion and queue buildup. Our
simulator handle both cases and in Sect. 5 we discuss the impact on performance.
1Any other standard, like GSM, G.723, G.711, etc. would only change the packet size or packet interar-
rival time.
5 Numerical Examples
We focus our attention on three different link capacities, assuming that all the capacity is
reserved for VoIP services: 512 kbit/s, 2 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s. In the case of 512 Kbit/s
we assume that header compression is present. For each capacity, we evaluate the perfor-
mances with the two different buffer sizes and the two different mean on/off periods. All
simulations are run till a ﬀﬁ confidence level is reached on a ﬂﬃ	ﬁ interval of the point
estimate. The load is varied changing the number of sources  .
Fig. 4 reports the model upper and lower bound for
Ìºç
and the simulation results assuming
or not synchronization. Left hand plots refer to 


	 s, right hand ones to 

 
:
	 s.
Different rows refer to different capacity w s, and the buffer is for the case ¯


 

ms.
Simulation results always fall between the model estimated upper and lower bounds, also
when non-synchronized sources are simulated and the model is thus an approximation.
As expected, the upper and lower bounds are tighter for long On-Off periods, since the
renewal assumptions have a smaller relative impact on the performance. Also the short
term congestion induced by non-synchronized sources is more evident if the On-Off pe-
riods are very short, and the relative simulation curve approaches the upper bound.
The role of short term congestion is greater reducing the buffer size. Fig. 5 reports the
results for ¯


	 ms. Again left hand plots refer to 


	 s, right hand ones to
 

 
:!	 s. We only report results for w


r Mbit/s and w


	2 r kbit/s since those
for w


 

Mbit/s are qualitatively equal to those with w


r Mbit/s (a complete set
of results can be found in [17]). As expected reducing the buffer size can dramatically
change the quality of the approximation, but, most interestingly, it is only the absolute
value of the buffer size and not the maximum delay introduced by the buffer or the average
On-Off period that predominates, as it is clear comparing the four plots. If sources are
synchronized, the model upper and lower bounds hold also for very low buffer sizes.
We can conclude that the model fails to catch the system behavior only if sources are
not synchronized (e.g., in backbone routers) and the buffer dedicated to VoIP services is
extremely small.
Concluding it is interesting to compare the results yielded by our model with those ob-
tained with simple On-Off approximations. Fig. 6 reports two possible comparison sce-
narios. In the left hand plot the silence descriptors are simply ignored. As expected,
ignoring them provides an underestimation of
Ìºç
, which is quite large. A more interesting
perspective is offered by the right hand side plot, where results are compared for an equal
average offered load and not for an equal number of sources. In this case the simpler
On-Off model overestimates
Ì'ç
. For loads of practical interest (
¦

:#"	 ) the gap can be
larger than an order of magnitude. The reason is that for the same offered load On-Off
sources are burstier than sources with a high and a low (but not zero) state.
6 Conclusions
This paper describes a novel analytical framework to evaluate the performance of a class
of multimedia (namely those that can be described with a piecewise constant emission
rate) services on a single network interface, with applications for VoIP and video services.
The modeling technique is based on an MMDP/D/1/K queuing station we solve introduc-
ing renewal approximations. The solution technique we propose enables to obtain both
upper and lower bound on performance.
The analytical results for realistic VoIP scenarios, based on two state sources, were vali-
dated against detailed event-driven simulations, showing the approach is correct and ac-
curate. A comparison with simpler, On-Off models show that our approach can estimate
the loss probability with greater accuracy. The numerical solution for three-state sources
is sketched and we are currently deriving numerical results for video sources.
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A UU and LL Buffer transition distributions
We derive here the distributions describing the transitions between buffer levels for the
UU and LL approximations.
A.1 Upper-Upper bound
The number of packets going in the buffer during the interval
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A.2 Lower-Lower bound
With reasoning similar to the UU approximation we have. If
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B Solution for three-state sources
When the sources can assume three states the modulating CTMC assumes the structure
depicted in Fig. 2. The corresponding transition matrix Q has the following structure
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is the time spent by the
modulating process in the state ﬂôﬀ-.
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" . The system can be solved with techniques similar
to those used for two-state sources.
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Figure 4: Packet loss: Model vs. simulations, ¯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